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Who Else Wants to Create their OWN Professional Header Graphics In LESS than 2 Minutes Even If You

Have Never Tried Before? If you answered yes, to the above question then you are going to love this

page Quick Quiz How long did the header graphic below take to create? If you thought, it took 30 minutes

to create this professional header graphic, you only guessed 10 TIMES too long. You will be suprised to

know that it took less than 3 minutes and this is the first I have tried to create one myself in over 14

months. 14 months ago I came to the realisation that I should stop wasting my time taking hours to try

and create a decent header graphic myself and starting PAYING THE PRO's and thats exactly what I

have been doing paying up to $50.00 for EACH graphic. Are You Tired Of Paying The Pro's? Within just 3

minutes you can create your own professional header graphics so you will never have to pay a

professional again and it is so easy that anybody who can type can do it. This means that you will...

Never pay $50.00 for 1 graphic ever again, Never have to wait 3 days for 1 graphic ever again, Never

have to send 20 emails before it looks like you want it to look. Here are all the details... You have the

opportunity to get your hands on... 35 Private Label / Totally Customisable Professional Header Graphics

for less than the cost of one professionally designed header graphic. Yes, you read that right, 35 totally

customisable for the cost of 1. All these graphics come in .PSD format and every aspect is easily editable

with a image editing program such as PhotoShop or Fireworks or Gimp (Free Open Source). But that's

not all, you will also recieve the Master 'Private Label' Resell Rights of ALL these 35 header graphics. So

that means you can.... Modify and use these graphics however you want. Start your own business where

customers pay you to create headers. Sell these Private Label Graphic Headers in EXACTLY the same

way I am. But just to make sure that your order is completely Risk Free, I'm going to place all the risk on

ME, that's right, I'm the only one who is taking a risk with this 100 Iron Clad, Total Satisfaction

Guarantee.... If you are not completely satisfied with this package than you can get a full refund within 90

days of purchase. You can order this package RISK FREE! But that's only the start let me throw in some

BONUSES to complete the package. FREE Bonus #1 5 Private Label Background images with the .psd
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files FREE Bonus #2 5 Private Label Purchase/Subscribe Buttons with the .psd files and last but certainly

not least (you are going to love this one) FREE Bonus #3 4 Graphic Video Tutorials Short and to the

point... these tutorials are a 'must have' video pack. You'll save time and money creating your own

custom graphics, designed to get the click... 1 Video Tutorial on Stamped Backgrounds 1 Video Tutorial

on Making Buttons 1 Video Tutorial on Making and Editing the Headers/.psd files 1 SURPRISE Video -

Trust me you are going to love it... You can Get Everything for Only $17! Order Now Lets recap about

what you will receive ... 35 Private Label / Totally Customisable Professional Header Graphics - So

anybody can create their own professional header graphic in less than 3 minutes. 5 Private Label / Totally

Customisable Background Graphics - So you can create your own professional background in seconds. 5

Private Label / Totally Customisable Purchase/Subscribe Button Graphics - Create your own buttons like

a professional designed to get the click. 4 Graphic Video Tutorials - Learn the basics of graphic design

and customisation the easy way with these tutorials. 1 Complete Sales Page - You get the right to use

this sales page to sell these graphics in exactly the same way. And if you're not totally thrilled, you get a

100 refund. You have no risk whatsoever...so Order Via Our Secure Servers to get started right away! It

doesn't matter what time of the day it is (Even if it's 2:34am). You can Get Everything for Only $17! Order

Now All the best for your online success, Tracy Yates & Paul Kleinmeulman P. S. "35 Private Label

Customisable Header Graphics" has never made it easier for you to create your own professional header

graphics in less than 3 minutes as well as giving you the opportunity to make money by selling this

package. P.P.S. DONT FORGET you have 30 days to be totally satisfied with this package. If you decide

that the this package is no good for you and your customers, then just write for a refund. No questions

asked! You can order this package risk-free! You can Get Everything for Only $17! Order Right Now
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